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1 Introduction

To support national defense and security, transportation and risk management tools are essen-
tial to enhance global deployability and situational awareness of people, equipment, and 
munitions worldwide.  IRRIS was developed as a Web-based solution to support Department 
of Defense deployment engineering and logistical decision-makers.  In addition to critical 
infrastructure information and real-time data, IRRIS provides readily accessible information for 
monitoring and tracking shipments from departure to delivery.  

IRRIS uses advanced information technology (IT), geographic information systems (GIS), and 
location-based services (LBS) to enable military users to be more proactive in coordinating and 
managing assets through an interactive mapping interface.  The application integrates transpor-
tation logistics, real-time tracking, and infrastructure data into a single secure application that is 
accessible from any Internet-enabled device.  The geographic (locational) nature of the logistics 
information facilitates the use of GIS mapping to visualize assets and to perform analysis and 
location-based queries that cannot be accomplished with only rows and columns of informa-
tion in a database.  In support of logistics activities, IRRIS includes detailed and timely data on 
road conditions, construction, incidents, and weather that might interfere with the movement of 
people and goods.
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2 History of IRRIS

The development of IRRIS began in late 1999 through a partnership between the Military 
Surface Deployment and Distribution Command Transportation Engineering Agency 
(SDDCTEA) and GeoDecisions.  Over the past several years, IRRIS has grown from a U.S.-
based transportation data display tool to a global, multi-component display, reporting, and 
analysis application with more than 1,500 users and over 200 gigabytes of data.

Since its adoption at SDDCTEA, the demand for IRRIS by other branches and military agencies 
has been growing.  IRRIS has demonstrated its wide range of use, adaptability, and ease of 
integration with new sources of static and real-time data.  The application has proven itself as an 
effective solution to a common problem.  

As a result, IRRIS continues to be a work in progress.  New features are being requested 
and are being added to IRRIS regularly.  SDDCTEA and GeoDecisions continue to develop the 
application, and the database is refined as transportation authorities develop improved versions 
of GIS, global positioning systems (GPS), intelligent transportation systems (ITS), and linear 
referenced data.  

3 IRRIS Components

3.1 Geospatial Data and Detailed Mapping 

IRRIS uses commercial Web-based GIS software to provide its users with comprehensive map-
building capabilities.  The geospatial data used for map display are stored in a centralized 
database at the SDDCTEA headquarters.  IRRIS developers do not create the geospatial data 
displayed in the application, but instead, integrate existing vector and raster data sets (mapping 
layers) from various commercial, government, and military sources.  For example, U.S. rail 
data is provided by the Federal Rail Administration, and U.S. border crossings information is 
developed by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics.  One of the greatest challenges for the 
IRRIS development team is coordinating the maintenance and updates of more than 130 data 
sets used for display and analysis within the application.  A high priority is placed on the 
continual management of data updates.  Any errors found within data layers are reported to 
the originating agency in an effort to improve the quality and accuracy of the information that 
IRRIS is serving to its users.  

The infrastructure data is one of the key mapping layers available in IRRIS.  Infrastructure data 
layers enable users to make important decisions about assets vital to transportation and national 
security.  These layers include:

  • Highways, bridges, and local roads
  • Rail data, STRACNET, and priority rail line status
  • Information about rail embargoes and closures
  • Ports and military installations
  • Mass transit networks
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  • Dams and water plants
  • Nuclear plants and energy facilities
  • Airports
  • Communications nodes
  • Emergency response facilities.
 
IRRIS’ mapping capabilities are flexible, to meet the needs of military users that have varying 
duties and responsibilities.  Military personnel can build worldwide, national, or regional maps.  
Maps are customized so that the user can select a geographic area of interest based on 
user-defined criteria, such as:

  • Address
  • Phone exchange number
  • Latitude/longitude coordinate
  • Route and mile marker
  • Strategic ports
  • Power support platform route map
  • Critical depot   
 • Fort-port area
  • National Guard
  • Overview map (country, state, city)
  • Installation area map
  • Detailed installation map
 • Rail carrier.

Once a map is built, the point-and-click interface makes it easy for first time users to navigate 
(zoom or pan) maps and access reports.  Users can toggle data layers on/off in the map 
legend at their discretion.  The majority of the layers have “clickable” detail reports for viewing 
attribute information about a specified feature on the map.  Specialized map tools provide 
additional functionality such as calculating the distance between selected points, exporting map 
data, and determining latitude/longitude coordinates.  A Save Map tool preserves all user map 
settings and layers, dramatically reducing display times, and enables the user to share a map 
with others.

3.2  Asset Tracking (In-Transit Visibility) 

Through the IRRIS tracking subsystem, military planners can view locations of general freight 
traffic or specific shipments of interest.  IRRIS uses highly detailed reporting and querying tools 
to provide Total Asset Visibility (TAV) to track thousands of containers internationally by truck, 
rail, and ocean vessel.  The IRRIS tracking subsystem allows users to: 
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• Accurately monitor and track the location of DoD freight traffic on a map in real-time.
• Cross-reference locational information with DoD cargo booking systems.
• Quickly generate reports for specified shipments (e.g., historic movements, exception  
 reporting for overdue shipments).

• Effectively and easily query spatial data (e.g., “Show me where all of the vehicles  
 carrying arms and ammunition are within 50 miles of Washington, D.C.”) and cargo  
 details such as contents and weight. These results can then be displayed in both tabular 
 and mapped formats.

The IRRIS tracking subsystem receives information about DoD tracked assets from secure FTP 
file transmissions of satellite communications, logged events, or radio frequency identification 
(RFID) tag technology.  Arms, ammunition, and explosives shipments use satellite-based track-
ing.  The location of a vehicle is transmitted at least once every 15 minutes, and the resulting 
latitude and longitude coordinates are captured, transmitted to IRRIS, and displayed on a map.  
Logged events include records of significant actions during shipment transactions or movements 
such as cargo leaving a port or reaching its destination.  This information is sent via secure 
FTP site to IRRIS’ central database.  Ocean cargo data from the Worldwide Port System use 
the logged event method for gathering transactions.  RFID tags are placed on actual cargo 
containers.  When a tagged container passes an “interrogator” or reader, details about the cargo 
and its location are sent to a specified military server, and then fed into IRRIS.  The following 
lists the various data feeds accessible from IRRIS: 

• Arms, Ammunition, and Explosives data from the Defense Transportation Tracking  
 System (DTTS)

• Cargo manifest and location information from the Army In-Transit Visibility Server (ITV 
 Server)

• Ocean cargo manifest and location information from the Worldwide Port System (WPS)
• Ocean cargo manifest information from the Integrated Booking System (IBS)
• Ocean cargo EDI 315 transactions
• Vessel locations from the American Presidents Line
• Navy engine maintenance data from the Aircraft Engine Maintenance System (AEMS)
• Rail car manifest and location information from Intellitrans
• Surface cargo movement information from Landstar
• ITV data from the Global Transportation Network (GTN).

Military logistics personnel can query and report on information from any of the data feeds listed 
above.  The query builders enable users to perform searches based on one or multiple criteria.  
For example, shipments can be located by searching the destination site, bill of lading number, 
date of departure, shipment name, and a multitude of other cargo details.  Once records are 
retrieved, a map can be built showing the last reported location or the historic track of the ship-
ment.  
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3.3 Vehicle Routing 

IRRIS provides its users with accurate and detailed turn-by-turn, address-to-address, or lati-
tude/longitude driving directions with total drive time, mileage, and maps.  It can also calculate 
routes to and from known points of interest, such as Army, Navy, and Air Force installations, and 
airports.  The IRRIS routing subsystem is capable of calculating driving directions using fast-
est or shortest route based on a variety of vehicle types (E-911, HazMat, auto, truck, OSOW).  
This functionality could be used for initial planning for freight movement, or to re-route a convoy 
when it is necessary to deviate from the intended route.  In the near future, the IRRIS routing 
tools will take real-time factors into account, such as weather, accidents, and construction.  

3.4 Live Data and Alerts

IRRIS includes several real-time data sets that can assist with logistics and routing decision-
making, including:

• Weather
• Route and port cameras
• Traffic speed
• Traffic incidents
• Roadway construction  
information.

IRRIS has a component called 
the Weather Center that pro-
vides accurate, highly local, 
real-time weather.  Weather 
information is transmitted to 
the IRRIS weather subsys-
tem through its own satellite 
receiver.  The data is provided 
in GIS-compatible file formats, which is integrated on-the-fly into IRRIS’ data server.  The 
weather data not only contains information about where a storm is, but also where it is moving. 
Using Meteorlogix™ enhanced NEXRAD radar information from the National Weather Service, 
IRRIS is able to predict when a storm will arrive at a given site and just how severe it will be.  

There are more than 500 route and port cameras in IRRIS that show a live picture of either a 
roadway or a view within a military port.  The images update every 60 seconds.  Within IRRIS, 
a geospatial data set has been generated to link to existing camera sources provided by vari-
ous departments of transportation, news centers, and government agencies.  Cameras can be 
used to gain instant information about current traffic conditions at specified areas throughout the 
United States, Europe, and South Korea.  
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Live traffic speed, incident, and construction reports are available for areas throughout the 
United States.  IRRIS provides incident management capability to determine emergency infor-
mation such as location of nearest hospital, type of facility, and services provided.  IRRIS will 
soon also provide historic and predicted travel time and traffic data.  IRRIS’ historic and predic-
tive traffic data are intended to meet the long-term location-based needs of the military traffic 
management community by providing accurate and thorough transportability data, and maximiz-
ing the use of modeling and simulation in deployment engineering.

3.5 Alerts and Notifications

IRRIS provides custom alert and notification interfaces to create rules in the context of the appli-
cation:

• Weather – Notification of weather and traffic events along a route.
• Route Adherence – Assignment of a shipment to a route and alerting if the driver devi-
ates from the specified route.

• Tracking – selection of an area or map feature to alert users when a tracked object is 
near or within the boundaries of that feature.

Alerts and notifications is part of a real-time tracking system that spatially analyzes mobile 
resources and generates alerts when user-specified rules are violated.  Although designated a 
spatial analysis tool, it will also provide for attribute rules to be analyzed independently or in con-
junction with spatial rules.  Alerts and notifications is a rules-based spatial processing engine; its 
rules, messages, and schedule are defined by an administrator through a Web-based interface.
One of the most powerful ways to use IRRIS’ real-time data is through the alerts and notifica-
tion subsystem.  This tool allows military personnel to define an event and be notified by e-mail, 
pager, SMS, or phone message when that event occurs or does not occur, depending on the 
case.  The event criteria can be narrowed down by specifying a geographic area of interest.  For 
example, a user could request notification if there are severe weather events within a specified 
county or along a chosen route, or a rule could be set so that an alert is sent if a tracked vehicle 
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is a specified distance off of its planned route.  The system enables management by exception, 
so that military decision-makers can focus on solving problems immediately after notification.
Users can select an area (line, polyline, or polygon) on a map or pick a map feature (such as a 
road or city) for geofencing purposes.  Alerts can then be established based on these features.  
For example, you can set a rule to receive an alert if severe weather is approaching your port or 
military base or if a traffic incident occurs within your city limits.

3.6 Plume Analysis

IRRIS models the effects of hazardous materials and/or explosives on any geographic area by 
displaying color-coded plumes on the map using an algorithm created by the Defense Threat 
Reduction Agency (DTRA).  Plume analysis depicts the effects of hazardous material releases 
based on agent type, volume, wind speed, and wind direction.  Users can select the mode 
of transportation (road, rail, sea) carrying hazardous materials.  Plume models can display 
hazard predictions for the interaction between explosives and bio-chemicals.  Models also 
display Emergency Response Planning Guidelines, Temporary Emergency Exposure Limits, and 
Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health guidelines.

3.7 Database Query Builder

IRRIS’ Query Builder interface guides users through the process of building sophisticated 
database queries to view the textual data in a tabular format.  Queries are complex in that users 
can identify multiple parameters using “and/or” statements and common SQL operators (e.g., 
equals, not equals, like); however, the interface is simple and easy-to-use even for users without 
experience in SQL.  With this tool, logistics and emergency personnel have on-demand access 
to “narrowed-down” data sets to make better business decisions.  IRRIS’ Query Builder also 
enables users to display the results of the query on a map.  

A second component of the query builder is the Spatial Query which uses GIS spatial relation-
ships to allow users to determine what and how many resources are within a given geographic 
area.  Spatial operators enable users to search for features that touch, contain, are contained 
by, are within a certain distance of, or overlap a point, line, or area on the map. Spatial query-
ing helps users answer questions such as, “How many hospitals are located within a five-mile 
radius of this vehicle crash site”, or “Approximately how many people live within the boundaries 
of a chemical plume?”
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3.8 Wireless and PDA Access

The IRRIS wireless and PDA components allow users to obtain 
information about road conditions, construction, incidents, and 
weather while on the road.  The wireless component of IRRIS is 
still in development stages, but the goal is to allow its users to use 
their current location to retrieve detailed information about road 
and weather conditions, receive alerts about real-time conditions 
ahead, calculate plume data, and also be able to view maps and 
driving directions when they are needed the most. 

The wireless and PDA version of IRRIS will focus on allowing 
users to simply search, retrieve, operate on, and interact with the 
array of live interactive information available through IRRIS from 
handheld devices such WAP phones or wireless Pocket PDAs.

The IRRIS wireless subsystem has been designed to operate seamlessly and provide its users 
with maps, databases, routing, and GIS data needed while on the road.  It is designed to be 
easy-to-use and tightly integrated with other IRRIS components.  

4 Conclusion

SDDCTEA has used IRRIS for the past five years to facilitate and coordinate rapid movement of 
resources by using tools for viewing, analyzing, and monitoring vehicles and shipments.  IRRIS 
is still growing as new data becomes available and as logistics and emergency management 
functionality is requested.  IRRIS’ ability to integrate existing live data feeds and static GIS data 
from various government and commercial sources makes it a powerful tool for logistics and 
transportation decision-makers, and can be expanded to serve homeland security and other 
civilian applications.
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